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Abstract: Cloud technology is enormous, powerful and expensive. Various companies, firms reap the benefits of cloud on a 

daily basis. Since the cloud is expensive, many companies have started providing cloud services on subscription basis. This is 

termed as Data Mining as a Service (DMaS). However, the clients cannot trust the third party severs results. A result 

verification system would paint a better picture about the server’s ability to return correct and complete results. The main 

purpose of this proposed system is to verify the frequent item set that are returned by the cloud server. Existing 

methodologies involved adding fake infrequent item set to the outsourced data, creating cryptographic proofs using merkle 

hash tree and comparing multiple servers’ results. Most of the techniques in improving task verification have some 

performance issues to achieve expected level of accuracy. Hence, this paper presents a novel technique for verifying the 

frequent item set returned by the cloud. 

Keywords: Cloud computing; data mining as a service; frequent item set mining; result integrity verification; powerset 

computation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing provides platform that offers computing services hosted by alternative bodies. Nowadays, cloud 

computing has become exponentially powerful then it absolutely was before. Frequent item set mining has been established as a 

necessity in several applications like market information analysis, networking information study, and human genome 

association study. Several analyses has been done that show frequent item set mining is computationally exhaustive, attributable 

to the massive information size moreover because the potential explosive range of discovered frequent item sets. Therefore, for 

those clients of restricted computing resources, outsourcing frequent item set mining to computationally powerful service 

providers (e.g., the cloud) may be a natural answer. 

There are plenty of firms in the world that take enumerable advantages from data mining. A plethora of these small sized 

firms lack monetary resources for mining information themselves. Hence, these firms depend on some third party service 

providers for mining. 

http://www.ijarcsms.com/
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These service providers provide a chance for small scale businesses to enjoy the advantages of cloud computing services at 

a really affordable value. These services though affordable are associated with a couple of disadvantages, one amongst them 

being distrusted service providers. Clients may not even bear in mind that they're obtaining incorrect results by the service 

providers. This insincerity by third party service providers is expensive for client’s business or analysis. These counterfeit 

results have the potential to divert a client’s business or analysis in a completely wrong direction.  

Hence, it's important for client’s to verify the results they receive from the server. However, once more issue should be 

taken care of. Verification cost ought to be less than the computational cost for the service. It shouldn't take significantly less 

time than truly computing the results. The server shouldn't gain any previous knowledge about the data as well. This paper 

analyses myriad techniques for verification of outsourced data. It additionally provides a far better approach for identifying 

trustworthy server. 

Our finish goal is to assist clients verify the credibility of the cloud servers and presumably creating them far more alert in 

choosing their cloud service providers. Various techniques are used in the proposed system to help the client verify the results. 

These techniques include power set computation, top N frequent item-sets and top N infrequent item-sets selection, tree 

formation and lastly tree matching. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Problem of outsourcing association rule mining task within a corporate privacy-preserving [1] framework is been solved. 

The proposed methodology ensures that each transformed item is indistinguishable with respect to the attacker’s background 

knowledge, from at least k−1 other transformed items. Frame work can be further enhanced with cryptographic notions such as 

perfect secrecy. Number of attacks needs to be considered. A conservative mode is been implemented which counts as major 

limitation 

Proposed work focuses on problem of frequent item set mining, and proposes efficient and practical probabilistic 

verification approaches to check whether the server has returned correct and complete frequent item sets. Proposed algorithms 

also verifies correctness and completeness of outsourced frequent item set mining by using cryptographic proofs[2]. Merkle 

hash trees are used for ciphering the data. The main goal in designing this verification approach is to provide deterministic 

correctness and completeness guarantee without computation overhead. The disadvantage of this proposed system is that it loses 

its efficiency at larger datasets. 

Using multiple clouds for verifying computation is also a very appreciable approach. A single cloud can return an incorrect 

result or it can return the correct result.  A good way to identify an honest cloud from the dishonest ones is simply done by 

comparing the result returned by every cloud over the exact same data. Though, it is very necessary that at least one cloud out of 

all the n number of clouds should be honest. The model proposed by the authors closely resembles Referred Games (RG) 

model. They have termed their model A Practical Computationally-Sound epRG[3] model. This model is based on collision-

resistance hash function. According to this model, two unbounded clouds “play” with each other and the referee profoundly 

recognize the true claim. Disadvantages of this proposed system is its cost of implementation and assumption about a true and 

honest cloud. 

Propose and develop an audit environment[4], which consists of a database transformation method and a result verification 

method. For verification purposes the authors have suggested to include fake transactions termed as Auxiliary data in the 

original database. The system checks the returned results by finding those fake transactions in the mined results. The advantage 

of using this system is that a malicious miner cannot gain from performing any malicious actions and thus the returned mining 

result is both correct and complete with high confidence. The disadvantage related to this system is that the artificial database 

takes more time to generate as an original database is large and also care has to be taken about inserting fake transaction, fake 

transactions shouldn’t change or modify the original database. 
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Propose the notion of a verifiable database with incremental updates that can lead to huge efficiency gain[5]. Verifiable 

Database(VDB) is a concept which highly in research today. Earlier verifying a changed database would be very time 

consuming. Since, a slight change anywhere in a database would result in change in digital signature of whole database. Adding 

incremental updates now only creates digital signature for only that particular update. Hence, the time cost is very low as 

compared to the existing scheme. The disadvantage of this system is that it is not applicable for the insertion operation due to 

the vector commitment. 

By public delegation the authors means anyone and everyone is able to delegate data to cloud. And by public verification, 

author means to say that anyone and everyone can verify the results returned by cloud. It constructs a verifiable computation 

scheme with a public delegation and public verifiability from any ABE scheme[6]. Attribute based encryption (ABE) is used for 

handling data between user and cloud. This is done to secure the data from any malicious activities. Advantage of using this 

system is that it allows arbitrary parties to submit inputs for delegation and verify the correctness of the results returned. The 

major disadvantage of ABE scheme is that it is only one-key secure. 

Social networking sites generate data in terabytes every day. Thus performing frequent item set mining on these sites is a 

very difficult task, since the data is ever increasing. Though parallel mining is efficient and will improve the performance many 

folds, it is very difficult to implement it. There are several problems in parallelization; some of them are load balancing, jobs 

assignment, data partition and distribution, monitoring, etc. MapReduce programming model is a very promising model for 

processing of large datasets in parallel fashion. Fault tolerance, load balancing and parallelization are well hidden. Therefore, 

user need not worry about implementation and distribution.  Authors have proposed a new improved algorithm, IMRApriori[7] 

algorithm (Improved MapReduce Apriori Algorithm) which is based on Hadoop-Mapreduce model. The advantage of the 

proposed model is that it only requires two phases of MapReduce, where earlier system would require multiple phases of 

MapReuduce since Apriori algorithm would require multiple phases. 

Propose a protocol for any efficiently computable function and An adaptation of the protocol for the X 86 computation 

models[8]. In this methodology, the user sends a function f(x) to multiple servers. The user is aware about the correct output of 

that function f(x). Once, the servers have returned the results the user can verify which server has returned the correct result on 

the basis of its own knowledge of function f(x). At least one server has to return correct results. Overhead of the protocol itself 

is lower. Limitation of using different Operating systems. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

Proposed Methodology is explained with the following steps: 

Step A: User uploads a file (.txt) on the cloud. On receiving the file, cloud starts creating frequent item sets. 

Step B: Preprocessing –Preprocessing is done to lower the workload of the mining algorithm. Furthermore, some words in 

a sentence may also be of no use since these specific words don’t add to any context of the existing sentence. Preprocessing is 

mandatory in any mining algorithm where unstructured data has to be mined. 

A. Special Symbol Removal: Symbols like .,(,),!,?, etc are called special symbol. Removing these symbols does not change the 

meaning of the sentence. 

B. Stopword Removal: The, a, is, in, me, are, etc are called as stopwords. As an example if a string is “I am writing a poem”, 

after the stopword elimination processed string changes into “writing poem”. As it can be noted that the meaning of the 

sentence still remains intact. By word-by-word comparison of each stopword (kept in the database) with each word in the 

sentence, it cuts off each of the conjunction words. 
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C. Stemming: Stemming words are postfix tenses attached to the word. Some of the stemming words are ing, er, ization, etc. 

For better insight, let the stopword removed word from the previous step be reckoned, i.e. “writing poem”. After stemming 

of each word string changes to “write poem”.  

Hence, the proposed system is able to eliminate unwanted words in order to start frequent item set generation. 

Step C: Power Set Generation of Frequent Item set: 

Input: Term set (Kd) and support threshold (S0) 

Step 0: Start 

Step 1: Scanning Item set F={Ø} 

Step 2: FOR(i=1; i< 2^ I; i++) 

Step 3: Tcount =0; 

Step 4: FOR(j=1; j<2^I; j++) 

Step 5: IF (Ai ≤  Aj) 

Step 6: THEN Tcount = Tcount + Scount (j) 

Step 7: IF(Tcount ≥ S0) 

Step 8: THEN F = F 𝑈 Ai 

Step 9: Goto step 2 

Step 10: End inner FOR 

Step 11: End outer FOR 

Step 12: Stop 

Output: List of frequent item set. 

An example: - Power set Generation of {Mango, Orange, Cherry} is: 

{} 

{Mango} 

{Orange} 

{Cherry} 

{Mango, Orange} 

{Mango, Cherry} 

{Orange, Cherry} 

{Mango, Orange, Cherry} 

Note: - An empty item set is also created as it is also a subset of the power set. 

Step D: Support Calculation: Support shows how favored an item set is, as calculated by the proportion of transactions in 

which an item set is visible. In the table shown below, the support of {Mango} is 2 out of 4, or 50%. Item sets can even 

accommodate other items. For example, the support of {Mango, Orange, Cherry} is 1 out of 4, or 25%. 
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Table 1: Transaction Table 

 

 

 

Step E: M tree creation: 

Once the frequent item sets at cloud end has been calculated, those item set are downloaded then user first sorts the 

downloaded item and creates M tree for Top N, Bottom N and Random N item sets from the uploaded item set files. 

Creation of M-tree is shown below with the help of an example: 

Table 2: Support Calculation of Items (Unsorted) 

Items Support 

Mango 0.5 

Orange 0.5 

Cherry 1 

Mango, Orange 0.25 

Mango, Cherry 0.5 

Orange, Cherry 0.5 

Mango, Orange, Cherry 0.25 
 

Table 3: After sorting frequent items set 

Items Support 

Mango, Orange 0.25 

Mango, Orange, Cherry 0.25 

Mango 0.5 

Orange 0.5 

Mango, Cherry 0.5 

Orange, Cherry 0.5 

Cherry 1.0 
 

M-tree is created based on the following algorithm 

Algorithm M tree (Frequent Item sets vector Fv) 

Begin: 

Step 0: Start 

Step 1: Create an empty tree as T 

Step 2: Create the Root Node for first frequent item set Rn 

Step 3: FOR each element of Fv 

IF (support of Fv= support of Rn) 

  Item set of root node = item set of Rn+ item set of Fv 

 End IF 

Step 4: Compare the distance with the root node 

Step 5: IF (support of Fv<support of Rn) 

Step 6: Add node as left child in T 

Step 7: Else 

TID Items 

1 Mango, Orange, Cherry 

2 Orange, Cherry 

3 Mango, Cherry 

4 Cherry 
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Step 8: Add node as Right child in T 

Step 9: End FOR 

Step 10: Stop 

End 

 

Fig 1: M tree creation based on the support of frequent item set 

Step F:  Verification 

Once the M-tree of frequent item set is created, user will be having two trees: - 

(i) One M-tree created using frequent item set returned by the cloud. 

(ii) Second M-tree created using frequent item set that are generated by the user. 

These two M-trees are compared with each other. If the trees happen to match, the frequent item set returned are correct 

and complete. If trees do not match, there is some error in the frequent item set that are returned by the cloud. 

IV. DATASET USED 

Our system deploy in real time scenario by designing proper application. Hence, the system doesn’t need any dataset. 

Rather than that it works on untrusted file.  

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 
Fig 2:  Screenshot of Outcome 
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Verification of frequent item set using the proposed method is efficient, cost effective and simple. Our system is 80% 

efficient. However, there are certain assumptions that have to be considered. One being that, the frequent item set generated at 

the user end has to be correct. Other being, proposed methodology’s reliance on user’s computation power. This is especially 

evident when a very large frequent item set data has to be verified.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

Cloud is vast, unfathomable and convoluted therefore it is quite obvious that there is some ambiguity present in the cloud. 

Hence, there is also a possibility for the cloud to return improper results. Proposed system verifies the frequent item sets that are 

returned by the cloud by comparing those item set with system’s own generated frequent item set. Tree comparing technique 

eases the process of verification and thereby generates a valid report of the same. 

VII. FUTURE SCOPE 

A single computer may require a lot of processing time for verification of the returned result, distributed networking can be 

easily implemented for verification of the frequent item set. Also achieving multiple mining is possible. The areas where the 

task verification can be really helpful are linear programming and bio- informatics. 
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